[15-year-factor analysis of multiple sclerosis].
The authors have conducted a longitudinal survey for a period of 14 years with 171 patients suffering from multiple sclerosis. In each case, therapeutic and diagnostic procedures were in accordance with the latest development. In almost half of the cases with a duration of illness up to 20 years the degree of impairment can be regarded as minimal, which can be used as an argument in favour of conscientious and continuous rehabilitative measures, including psychotherapy (this in opposition to a "rehabilitative pessimism"). Two thirds of the patients have been in employment with full working capacity during the first ten years of their illness. The consequences for social medicine and social policy are self-evident and imperative. In accordance with earlier studies, motor pareses are predominant among the first symptoms of multiple sclerosis, whereas disorders of cranial nerves, of urinary excretion and of cerebral function appear later in the course of the disease. Factor analysis did not yield any clues with respect to the predictability of the development of illness. Psychoreactive depression is relatively common in the earlier stages, later we can find somatogenic (psycho-organic) depressions, which respond relatively poor to treatment. Among the diagnostic tool, analysis of the critical flicker fusion frequency (CFFF) has proved to be very sensitive, by far not as cumbersome as visually evoked potentials and at least as reliable as the later. Therapeutic strategies should include: early treatment of any acute attack, consequent long-term care with modern nursing methods and rational concomitant medication, prophylaxis against infection. Multiple sclerosis represents itself as a problem of long-term rehabilitation, thus emphasizing the necessity of increased commitment to rehabilitation within a general framework of health care, which should include: a) better representation of rehabilitation as a discipline at the universities. b) systematic concomitant research in rehabilitation, c) legal and administrative adaptations, d) the development of a general "rehabilitation mentality" (as we have come to call it), which means involvement with the patient and his environment throughout his entire life-span.